Unicyclist finds himself in trouble in New York

Greg Miller, a Willow Street resident, finds himself in trouble with the police while riding with friends on unicycles in New York City.

By: JADE BAIR of Jade’s Publishing Staff

Bicycling is a fun activity many like to do to stay active, but there was a bit of a different motivation behind why Gregory Miller decided to learn how to bike on one wheel, compared to two. “I always like to challenge myself to do things or learn things that most people find too challenging.” His ability to adapt to his surroundings is impressive. He learned to ride on a whim while waiting around for a bus to take him to a youth camp. “I was watching my youth leader ride around on his unicycle, so I tried it a few times to see if I could do it,” he said, “knowing I wouldn’t be able to do it successfully.”

His resilience earned him a few new bruises and cuts though as he stated that, “When we got to camp in New York, I found a handrail and learned how to sit on it while slowly pedaling. After about eight collective hours of practicing with the handrail, I was able to let go and ride on my own.”

This success inspired him to invest in his own unicycle. See BIKE, Page C6

Peanut butter eggs here to stay

By: JADE BAIR of Jade’s Publishing Staff

LANCASTER, PA - There are numerous ways to make peanut butter eggs, with all sorts of ingredients to work with. There’s recipes out there to suit everyone’s tastes and lifestyles. So what makes these peanut butter eggs so unique? The secret ingredient incorporated in them is potatoes. While mixing the peanut butter, confectioner’s sugar, egg white, and margarine, have the large potatoes boiling in a pot of water. Once soft, they are easily mashed, and See EGG, Page D3

WOMAN EARNING GED DESPITE AGE

By: JADE BAIR of Jade’s Publishing Staff

It’s never too late to earn your GED, and this 68 year old woman is proving it by earning hers from home. Betty Boyer, a resident of Manheim, Pennsylvania is not letting her older age stop her from finishing her schooling. The choice to begin this journey started when she saw a GED program advertised on television. “I had always planned on going back to school, I just never found the right opportunity until now.” She states that the convenience of the GED program is what ultimately helped her to make the decision. “I’ve never heard of getting booklets sent to your home and learning that way. I figured if it’s out there, why not try it?” Her goal is to earn her GED to keep that promise to herself that she made when she had to drop out of middle school to help her mother with the children. “It was a different time then.” See WOMAN, Page A7